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Dunn Move Spurs Tunnel Plan or I-40
By MORRIS CUNNINGHAM
From The Oommerciol Appeal Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON, April 26.-Gov. Winfield Dunn cleared the way Friday for
Tennessee highway engineers to draft
and submit a revised plan calling for a
cut-and-cover tunnel to carry Interstate 40 through Overton Park in
Memphis. ' ·
Dunn reported afte,r a 45-minute
meeting with Transportation Secretary
€Jaude S. Brinegar that Brihegar had
agreed to permit the state to submit a
two-part package covering both .route
and design , as proposed last week by
Rep. Dan Kuykendall of Memphis.
. Dwm told newsmen the new design
''wouldn't n~cessarily" · be a cut-and~cover tunnel, but conceded he thought
it would be.
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long-stalled 3.7-mile segment of I-40 wili
replace a proposed for a partially depressed design that was rejected by
former Transportation Secretary John
A. Volpe on environmental grounds.
Federal environmental laws require
that before parkland can be used for a
federal highway H1e secretary of trans}:>ortatum must find there is no "prudent and feasible" alternative and that
the design ·must be one that will do
minimal harm to the environment.
· Dunn said the revised plan will be
prepared as quickly as possible. "It
may be weeks. It may b~ a couple.of
months," he said. "I just can't say
right now. But I can't imagine its taking too long."
·
The new plan, he said, will reconsider and update sociological and environmental aspects of the plan rejected by
Volpe on Jan. 19, 19.73, and also will
deal with possible alt~rnatives.
The state bas sought to avoid a tun·
nel through the .park because of the
substantial additional costs, e v e n
though the federal government reimburses states for 00 per cent of the cost
of interstate projects. A 1972 environ·
mental impact statement estimated the
cost of completing I-40 with a partially
depressed design at about $4 .million,
while a cut-and-cover ·desJgn w a s
priced at an additional $50 million.
"It is my hope," said Dunn, "that we
will put together the necessary information without delay for their early
acceptance."
The governor, who was accompanied
by his counsel, Lee Smith, said Brinegar and his aides were receptive and
cooperative and shared Dunn's desire
to complete I-40.,
,' Dunn said he had prepared a letter to
Brinegar outliniJ;lg his views, but that
the discussion was so complete that the
·letter became "mooe' and he dtdttt-"
give it to him. Kuykendall and other supporters of a
cut-and-cover tunnel through the park
anticipate that environmentali$ts will
challenge it in court, even if Brinegar
approves iC But Kuykendall believes
the c® rt,battle_pan be won.
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of a highway through Overtt.s been an object of dispute
d so far conservationists
taged to b l o c k a 11
~ t ~ecent

development in

the long, complex battle, the U.S. Sixth
Circuit · Court of Appeals held that
Volpe acted legally when l,le rejected a
partially depressed route through the
park without specifying an alternative
way of completing I-40 in Memphis. Attorneys for the state had tried to force
Brinegar, as Volpe~s successor, to take
the initiative in picking a new route
and design.
·
The appellate court _ ruling is expected to be appealed to the SuprP.me
! Court by the slate, largely to demonstrate that all legal remedies have
been exhausted.
In Nashville, state Atty. Gen. David
Pack took a wary view Friday of word
from Washingtort that DOT will accept
Tennessee's proposed design f-or completing I-40 in Memphis simultaneously
I with its suggested routing,

He sc:iid that decision is "peculiar
and may be significant," but expressed
apprehension it could turn out to be
only "more flak" concerning the controversial Overton Park , expressway
route.
Another source close to the continuing controversy I termed Dunn's meet..;
ing with Brinegar "very positive'' and
said wbile the secretary may not
approve~ the park route for the expressway, he is "completely open on
the thing."
The source noted that Brinegar's predecessor,Volpe, turned down the park
corridor on the basis of the application
furnished him .by state officials _at the
time and said the additional and revised data in a fresh application could
produce an 'entirely different decision.

